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BURAQ SPACE CAMP 2023BURAQ SPACE CAMP 2023BURAQ SPACE CAMP 2023
Buraq Space Camp stands as a remarkable platform, serving as a transformative Buraq Space Camp stands as a remarkable platform, serving as a transformative 
experience for selected students aged 14 to 16 from across Pakistan. The rigorous experience for selected students aged 14 to 16 from across Pakistan. The rigorous 
selection process, featuring a challenging test, ensures that only the most dedicated selection process, featuring a challenging test, ensures that only the most dedicated 
individuals have the opportunity to participate in this enlightening program. First time individuals have the opportunity to participate in this enlightening program. First time 
ever in the history of this camp, six girls from Cambridge section of Girls-I were selected ever in the history of this camp, six girls from Cambridge section of Girls-I were selected 
for the 17th Buraq Space camp. These brilliant Buraqians were Huda Sethi, Erina Kiyani, for the 17th Buraq Space camp. These brilliant Buraqians were Huda Sethi, Erina Kiyani, 
Qurat ul Ain Rizwan, Anooshe Khadija, Momal Hafeez and Hania Ahmad. Functioning as Qurat ul Ain Rizwan, Anooshe Khadija, Momal Hafeez and Hania Ahmad. Functioning as 
an immersive knowledge hub, Buraq Space Camp hosted and served as a compass for an immersive knowledge hub, Buraq Space Camp hosted and served as a compass for 
career choices, provided clarity on the 'whys' that often linger in the minds of young career choices, provided clarity on the 'whys' that often linger in the minds of young 
minds, fostered an environment of cultural exchange among participants from various minds, fostered an environment of cultural exchange among participants from various 
regions of Pakistan. However, the camp life is not without its challenges, as participants regions of Pakistan. However, the camp life is not without its challenges, as participants 
navigate the coldest nights, sharing sleeping bags with three squad mates. Yet, these navigate the coldest nights, sharing sleeping bags with three squad mates. Yet, these 
shared hardships contributed to the creation of enduring bonds. Buraq Space Camp shared hardships contributed to the creation of enduring bonds. Buraq Space Camp 
went beyond traditional lectures, incorporating diverse activities that infused excitement went beyond traditional lectures, incorporating diverse activities that infused excitement 
into our daily routine. Mornings began with a lively wakeup call, followed by invigorating into our daily routine. Mornings began with a lively wakeup call, followed by invigorating 
exercises on the grounds. The highlight of the camp was the series of challenging exercises on the grounds. The highlight of the camp was the series of challenging 
missions, such as building a bridge from ice cream sticks and thread. Each day became a missions, such as building a bridge from ice cream sticks and thread. Each day became a 
memorable adventure, showcasing the transformative power of hands-on education in a memorable adventure, showcasing the transformative power of hands-on education in a 
fun and dynamic environment. Buraq Space Camp was a pivotal learning experience for fun and dynamic environment. Buraq Space Camp was a pivotal learning experience for 
students, fostering the development of both soft and hard skills. The unique insights and students, fostering the development of both soft and hard skills. The unique insights and 
skills gained through Buraq Space Camp pave the way for a more enriched and expansive skills gained through Buraq Space Camp pave the way for a more enriched and expansive 
understanding of the global landscape, setting the stage for a future marked by diverse understanding of the global landscape, setting the stage for a future marked by diverse 

Buraq Space Camp stands as a remarkable platform, serving as a transformative 
experience for selected students aged 14 to 16 from across Pakistan. The rigorous 
selection process, featuring a challenging test, ensures that only the most dedicated 
individuals have the opportunity to participate in this enlightening program. First time 
ever in the history of this camp, six girls from Cambridge section of Girls-I were selected 
for the 17th Buraq Space camp. These brilliant Buraqians were Huda Sethi, Erina Kiyani, 
Qurat ul Ain Rizwan, Anooshe Khadija, Momal Hafeez and Hania Ahmad. Functioning as 
an immersive knowledge hub, Buraq Space Camp hosted and served as a compass for 
career choices, provided clarity on the 'whys' that often linger in the minds of young 
minds, fostered an environment of cultural exchange among participants from various 
regions of Pakistan. However, the camp life is not without its challenges, as participants 
navigate the coldest nights, sharing sleeping bags with three squad mates. Yet, these 
shared hardships contributed to the creation of enduring bonds. Buraq Space Camp 
went beyond traditional lectures, incorporating diverse activities that infused excitement 
into our daily routine. Mornings began with a lively wakeup call, followed by invigorating 
exercises on the grounds. The highlight of the camp was the series of challenging 
missions, such as building a bridge from ice cream sticks and thread. Each day became a 
memorable adventure, showcasing the transformative power of hands-on education in a 
fun and dynamic environment. Buraq Space Camp was a pivotal learning experience for 
students, fostering the development of both soft and hard skills. The unique insights and 
skills gained through Buraq Space Camp pave the way for a more enriched and expansive 
understanding of the global landscape, setting the stage for a future marked by diverse 
possibilities.possibilities.possibilities.

Annual Day

A grand prize distribution ceremony was held in PMGHS Hayatabad Campus 

on 23rd January 2024. Ms Bushra Farrukh poetess, writer and first announcer 

on Peshawar TV center was the chief guest. The chief guest was accorded with 

overwhelming reception. The function started with recitation followed by Naat 

presented by the students. Madam Rukhsana Majid, the principal presented 

welcome address and briefed the audience about the achievements of branch 

in the last 5 years of it's establishment. She highlighted the academics and 

cocurricular activities conducted in the school as well  as the related affairs

Prize winners students in different categories as well as the faculty of the 

school received awards and certificates on showing best results and 

performance in session 2023-2024. Skits and Tableaus added beauty to the 

event. At the end, chief guest adored young generation for being very 

confident and talented. Her speech carried praise for the management of 

PMS for executing a nobel task of providing standard education to young 

generation. The function ended with a nice refreshment for the guests

PRIZE DISTRIBUTION CEREMONY

EDITORIAL 
Hey Readers, hoping you all in 

the best of your health and must 

be coping with the chilled weather 

in warmest ways. The people of 

Pakistan and Kashmiris around 

t h e  w o r l d  c o m m e m o r a t e  
th5  February each year as Kashmir 

Solidarity Day. They Echo their 

persistent support and send a 

loud and clear message to the 

world that Kashmiris are not 

alone in their struggle against 

the occupying forces. It focuses 

on showing Pakistan's support 

and unity with the people of 

Indian-occupied Kashmir, their 

o n go i n g  f re e d o m  st r u g g l e .  

Kashmir Day is observed by 

people throughout Pakistan 

and Azad Jammu Kashmir (AJK). 

It is an internationally recognized 

d a y  o b s e r v e d  b y  p e o p l e ,  

p r e d o m i n a n t l y  K a s h m i r i s ,  

worldwide. The day is marked 

by public processions, special 

prayers in mosques for the 

liberation of Kashmir and protests 

that are carried out against the 

Indian oppression of Kashmir, 

and to pay homage to Kashmiri 

martyrs who lost  their lives 

fighting for Kashmir's freedom.

NEW CAMPUS AT G.T ROAD, PESHAWAR.
CELEBRATING A LEGACY OF EXCELLENCE

Our esteemed institution, the Peshawar Model Girls 

High School, Warsak Road Campus, has been a beacon 

of quality education since its establishment in 1994. 

With a rich history and a legacy of academic excellence, 

it has served as the nurturing ground for countless 

students, shaping their futures and fostering a love for 

learning. In 2019, we expanded our commitment to 

education with the establishment of Hayatabad Campus. 

We are excited to share the news of yet another milestone 

in our journey. The establishment of a new campus at G.T 

Road, is a testament to our dedication to provide quality 

education to more students and expanding the reach of 

our educational excellence. Our upcoming campus is 

poised to continue the legacy of academic distinction. 

Building upon the foundation of our parent campus and 

the success of our Hayatabad Campus, this new addition 

will offer cutting-edge facilities, innovative learning spaces, 

and a commitment to nurturing the potential of each 

student. We believe in creating a network of educational 

spaces where students can thrive, discover, and excel. 

We invite you to be a part of our journey as we continue 

to build futures.
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Find these Words Hidden in the Grid

Aiman Hameed (IV-H)
Hayatabad Campus

1: Carrot   2: Gourd  3: Okra  4: Onion  5: Potato  
6: Radish  7: Spinach  8: Turnip  9: yam
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A Great Hero of IslamA Great Hero of IslamA Great Hero of Islam

Anosha Asim (IX-Z)
Warsak Road, Peshawar

Hazrat Umar (R.A) was the first in the world who,

1. Made Army and Navy, as state department.

2. Introduced Police system.

3. Introduced intelligence system and agencies.

4. Introduced disaster management cell.

5. Introduced the “Ehtisab” council.

6. Introduced the system of districts.

7. Used fast horses for improving post office service.

8. Introduced self-support financial schemes.

9. Introduced revenue department.

10. Introduce the idea of food, cloth and shelter.
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Ruqayya Shah (O-Level III (Tulip)
Warsak Road, Peshawar

Tom and jerry is a cartoon that can be watched Tom and jerry is a cartoon that can be watched 

anytime, anywhere and at any age. It is the most anytime, anywhere and at any age. It is the most 

humurous series I have ever watched, where arehumurous series I have ever watched, where are

pranks are played by both to keep our lives playful pranks are played by both to keep our lives playful 

all the time with innocence. Even though they fight all the time with innocence. Even though they fight 

for own victory, they never put each other down, for own victory, they never put each other down, 

so everyone wants friendship & relationships like so everyone wants friendship & relationships like 

tom & jerry. The best lesson learnt from the series tom & jerry. The best lesson learnt from the series 

is that every time you lose, next time find a better is that every time you lose, next time find a better 

way and try with double enthusiasm and get good way and try with double enthusiasm and get good 

ideas. Though, Tom loses most of the time, he ideas. Though, Tom loses most of the time, he 

never stops trying to beat Jerry...never stops trying to beat Jerry...

Tom and jerry is a cartoon that can be watched 

anytime, anywhere and at any age. It is the most 

humurous series I have ever watched, where are

pranks are played by both to keep our lives playful 

all the time with innocence. Even though they fight 

for own victory, they never put each other down, 

so everyone wants friendship & relationships like 

tom & jerry. The best lesson learnt from the series 

is that every time you lose, next time find a better 

way and try with double enthusiasm and get good 

ideas. Though, Tom loses most of the time, he 

never stops trying to beat Jerry...

Amazing Facts Amazing Facts 
AboutAbout

“Left Handers”“Left Handers”

Amazing Facts 
About

“Left Handers”

Areesha Shahid (IX-Z)
Warsak Road, Peshawar

1: Approximately 12% of the world population 1: Approximately 12% of the world population 
    is left handed.    is left handed.
2: Left handed are more prone to ailments like 2: Left handed are more prone to ailments like 
allergies and migraine.allergies and migraine.
3: Left handers are nicknamed “South Paws”3: Left handers are nicknamed “South Paws”
4: Most of left handed are insomniacs.4: Most of left handed are insomniacs.
5: Left handers tend to use the right side of their 5: Left handers tend to use the right side of their 
    brain more    brain more
6: Leftiers are inventers like Isaac Newton and 6: Leftiers are inventers like Isaac Newton and 
    Franklin.    Franklin.
7: Left Handed are creative.7: Left Handed are creative.

1: Approximately 12% of the world population 
    is left handed.
2: Left handed are more prone to ailments like 
allergies and migraine.
3: Left handers are nicknamed “South Paws”
4: Most of left handed are insomniacs.
5: Left handers tend to use the right side of their 
    brain more
6: Leftiers are inventers like Isaac Newton and 
    Franklin.
7: Left Handed are creative.

Novel: The Messenger BirdNovel: The Messenger BirdNovel: The Messenger Bird

Summary & ReviewSummary & ReviewSummary & Review

Areesha Shahid (IX-Z)
Warsak Road, Peshawar

The Messenger Bird is a novel written by Ruth Eastham. 

It is a mysterious and suspense related short novel. 

The main character is a boy named Nathan who is going 

to turn 13 years old, but his dad get’s arrested for

breaking a law of social acts. Then Nathan has to 

find clues and follow a trail to prove the innocence of 

his dad. In his journey, he meets several people, he gets 

betrayed etc. It’s a novel worth reading and also 

worth your precious time.

Riddles 
1: Which bow can’t be tied?
2: What is white when its dirty?
3: What has wings, can fly but is not living?
4: What can be opened but can’t be closed?
5: What is full of holes but still holds water?
6: I have no life but I can die?
7: If I drink, I will die, if I eat, I will grow.
8: The more of this there is, the less you see what is it?
9: What can’t talk but will reply when spoken to?

Answers
1: Rainbow    2: Blackboard    3: Aeroplane    4: An egg

5: Sponge      6: Battery       7: Fire     8: Darkness 
9: An echo

Washma Sohail (IX-M)
Warsak Road, Peshawar

“Why Palestine is Precious”“Why Palestine is Precious”
“For Muslims”“For Muslims”

“Why Palestine is Precious”
“For Muslims”

Romeena Rahid (VII-A)
Warsak Road, Peshawar

1: Allah has named it the holy land and the 
    blessed one in the Quran in Surah Al-Maiidah
2: It was the First Qibla of Muslims.
3: The Second mosque Built on earth.
4: The Third holiest site.
5: The place of ascension.
6: Praying in the mosque of Al-Aqsa
     has 500 times more reward.

Disease “X”Disease “X”Disease “X”
Disease “X” is not a specific disease but is the name given Disease “X” is not a specific disease but is the name given 

to a potential novel infectious agent.to a potential novel infectious agent.

It represents an illness which is currently unknown but couldIt represents an illness which is currently unknown but could

pose a serious microbial threat to humans in the future. It is pose a serious microbial threat to humans in the future. It is 

necessary to be prepared because there is a vast reservoir of necessary to be prepared because there is a vast reservoir of 

viruses circulating among wildlife which could become a viruses circulating among wildlife which could become a 

source of a new infectious disease to which humans do not source of a new infectious disease to which humans do not 

have immunity. Disease “X” can result in 20 times more have immunity. Disease “X” can result in 20 times more 

deaths than the previous COVID-19 strains.deaths than the previous COVID-19 strains.

Disease “X” is not a specific disease but is the name given 

to a potential novel infectious agent.

It represents an illness which is currently unknown but could

pose a serious microbial threat to humans in the future. It is 

necessary to be prepared because there is a vast reservoir of 

viruses circulating among wildlife which could become a 

source of a new infectious disease to which humans do not 

have immunity. Disease “X” can result in 20 times more 

deaths than the previous COVID-19 strains.

Aamna Bangash (IX-M)
Hayatabad Campus

1: If letters slant to left: 
Indicates introspection and a lot
of emotional control.
2: If letters slant to right:
reveals a person who is outgoing,
friendly, impulsive and emotionally open.
3: If letters are straight up and down:
the Sign of someone who is ruled 
by head not by heart.
4: Small letters:
The Hallmark of quiet, introspective types
and have good concentration.
5: Large letters:
Sign of confident, easy going and individual
6: Very tiny letters:
Indicates a writer who is somehow 
self-esteem but is intelligent.

Areesha Shahid (IX-Z)   Warsak Road, Peshawar

What Your What Your 
Handwriting MeansHandwriting Means

What Your 
Handwriting Means

Solution of Your Solution of Your 
Problems Problems 

Solution of Your 
Problems 

1:1: When you’re stuck in the problem and there When you’re stuck in the problem and there

is no way out, just remember Yunas (A.S) wasis no way out, just remember Yunas (A.S) was

stuck in the belly of a whale.stuck in the belly of a whale.

 When you’re ill and your body cries with pain When you’re ill and your body cries with pain2:2:

just remember Ayub (A.S) who was more ill than you.just remember Ayub (A.S) who was more ill than you.

 When you find your parents opposing you, just When you find your parents opposing you, just3:3:

remember Ibrahim (A.S) whose father let him remember Ibrahim (A.S) whose father let him 

thrown to the fire.thrown to the fire.

 When you can’t see any logic around you think When you can’t see any logic around you think4:4:

of NUH (A.S) who built a ship without questioning.of NUH (A.S) who built a ship without questioning.

Allah put these Prophets and companions to trial.Allah put these Prophets and companions to trial.

So that later generations may learn a Lesson.So that later generations may learn a Lesson.

1: When you’re stuck in the problem and there

is no way out, just remember Yunas (A.S) was

stuck in the belly of a whale.

 When you’re ill and your body cries with pain2:

just remember Ayub (A.S) who was more ill than you.

 When you find your parents opposing you, just3:

remember Ibrahim (A.S) whose father let him 

thrown to the fire.

 When you can’t see any logic around you think4:

of NUH (A.S) who built a ship without questioning.

Allah put these Prophets and companions to trial.

So that later generations may learn a Lesson.

Romeena Rahid (VII-A)
Warsak Road, Peshawar

Fun Facts About Fun Facts About UKUKFun Facts About UK
Do you know About UKDo you know About UKDo you know About UK

1: Uk’s full name is “The United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northem Ireland.”
2: Chicken Tikka is England’s national dish.
3: Scotland’s national animal is the unicorn.
4: Over 300 languages are spoken in London.
5: The Queen has two birthdays.
6: The Queen does not have a passport.
7: There are hundered of dinosaurs in London.
8: British drink a lot of tea about 100 million cups everyday.
9: It is the birthplace of Television.
10: Cheese rolling is a sport there.

Malghalara Waqar Khan (VIII-S)
Warsak Road, Peshawar

Samavia Iqbal (O III (Tulip)
Warsak Road, Peshawar

Choose Right, Choose Right, 
Spark Good VibesSpark Good Vibes

Choose Right, 
Spark Good Vibes

Hey pals? Want to make a difference for our Hey pals? Want to make a difference for our 
friends in Palestine? Here’s super cool way make friends in Palestine? Here’s super cool way make 
smart choices with your shopping! By saying no smart choices with your shopping! By saying no 
to not-so-friendly brands from Israel, When we to not-so-friendly brands from Israel, When we 
pick the right stuff, it is spreading good vibes pick the right stuff, it is spreading good vibes 
and showing love across borders. So, let’s join and showing love across borders. So, let’s join 
the “Palestine” movement, spread good vibes the “Palestine” movement, spread good vibes 
and show that even small actions make a and show that even small actions make a 
big impact. Together, through ethical choices, big impact. Together, through ethical choices, 
we can create a friendlier world. we can create a friendlier world. 
Ready to be part of It?Ready to be part of It?

Hey pals? Want to make a difference for our 
friends in Palestine? Here’s super cool way make 
smart choices with your shopping! By saying no 
to not-so-friendly brands from Israel, When we 
pick the right stuff, it is spreading good vibes 
and showing love across borders. So, let’s join 
the “Palestine” movement, spread good vibes 
and show that even small actions make a 
big impact. Together, through ethical choices, 
we can create a friendlier world. 
Ready to be part of It?

“AI unveiled: Future’s “AI unveiled: Future’s 
Silent conductor”Silent conductor”

“AI unveiled: Future’s 
Silent conductor”

Qurat ul ain Rizwan (O’ Level II (Lily)
Warsak Road, Peshawar

In the mystical forge of progress, AI-Artifical Intelligence 

emerges as the selves thread weaving a tapestry of a 

better tomorrow. AI sculpts a future where machines dance 

with human ambitions  AI shall unleash autonomous 

chariots open roads up delve into realms of creativity 

crafting symphonies and artworks. AI, is the conjuration 

of human like intelligence in machines but until humans 

possess a spectrum of qualities that set them apart from 

AI which is itself an enchanting creation of human intellect.

But its possible that incoming years AI will begin to rule the 

world. To stop this wide scale destruction, the responsible 

development & utilization of AI guided by ethical principle 

are the spells that can shape a harmonious future.
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